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Anion photoelectron spectroscopy of B 2N
2
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Vibrationally resolved 355 and 266 nm anion photoelectron spectra of B2N are presented.
Photodetachment to two electronic states of linearB–N–B is observed and, aided by electronic
structure calculations, assigned to theX̃ 1Sg

1→X̃ 2Su
11e2 and X̃ 1Sg

1→Ã 2Sg
11e2 transitions.

The electron affinity of B2N is 3.09860.005 eV and theÃ 2Sg
1 term energyT0 is 0.785

60.005 eV. Observation of excitations involving uneven quanta of the antisymmetric stretching
mode (v3) indicates a breakdown of the Franck–Condon~FC! approximation and results from
Herzberg–Teller vibronic coupling between theX̃ 2Su

1 and Ã 2Sg
1 states involving thev3 mode.

Measurement of the angular dependence of the photodetached electrons serves as a sensitive probe
for the identification of these FC forbidden transitions. A linear vibronic coupling model
qualitatively reproduces the perturbedv3 potentials of theX̃ and Ã states. Artifactual symmetry
breaking along thev3 coordinate is observed in theab initio wave functions for the neutral ground
state up to the coupled-cluster level of theory, even when Brueckner orbitals are used. No evidence
is found for an energetically low-lying cyclic state of B2N, which has been invoked in the
assignment of the matrix infrared spectrum of B2N. However, the matrix infrared data agrees well
with the peak spacing observed in the photoelectron spectra and reassigned to the linearX̃ 2Su

1

ground state. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-9606~99!00743-6#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Boron nitride thin films have received considerable
tention in material science, due to the favorable proper
these films exhibit for industrial applications.1 Boron nitride
clusters play an important role as precursors in the forma
of these films. However, except for diatomic BN, which h
been studied experimentally in some detail,2–10 experimental
and theoretical studies on the electronic structure of bo
nitride species remains scarce. B2N, BN2, B2N2 and BN3

have been identified by matrix isolation spectroscopy ai
by ab initio calculations.11–14 B2N, as well as its singly
charged ions, are formed upon laser vaporization of s
boron nitride.12,15,16B2N can also be synthesized by reacti
of pulsed laser produced B and N atoms.12 We recently pre-
sented preliminary results on the first gas-phase spec
scopic studies on B2N

2/B2N and B3N
2/B3N using anion

photoelectron spectroscopy.17 Here we present a more de
tailed experimental investigation, aided by electronic str
ture calculations, of the spectroscopy and energetics of B2N

2

and B2N.
There is considerable controversy in the literature c

cerning the geometry of B2N. Matrix electron spin resonanc
spectroscopy found a linearB–N–B radical with D`h

symmetry.11 On the other hand, the dominant absorption
the matrix infrared~IR! spectrum of B2N, characterized by
an intense fundamental at 882.3 cm21, was assigned by An
drews and co-workers to a cyclic B2N radical with C2v
symmetry.12–14 A cyclic 2B2 ground state is found at th

a!Electronic mail: dan@radon.cchem.berkeley.edu
8830021-9606/99/111(19)/8838/14/$15.00
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unrestricted Hartree–Fock~UHF! level of theory, while
more highly correlated methods predict a linearB–N–B
ground state (2S (u)

1 ).11,12,18 However, the complete-active
space self-consistent-field~CASSCF! wave function for the
2Su

1 state is unstable with respect to symmetry lowering a
calculations at this level predict a linear B–N––B spec
with unequal bond lengths.19 Similar to the isoelectronic
C3

1 , in which a linear isomer is predicted to lie 4–7 kcal/m
above the cyclic ground state,20,21the calculated ground stat
geometry of B2N is very much dependent on the electro
correlation treatment used.

In our previous photoelectron spectroscopy study~at 266
nm! of B2N

2, we observed photodetachment from the an
to two electronic states of B2N.17 The electron affinity~EA!
of B2N was determined and preliminary assignments of
spectral features were given assuming linear, symme
B–N–B structures for both the anion and the neutral. T
photoelectron spectra are characterized by rich structure
a detailed assignment of the observed vibrationally resol
features was not possible at that time. In this paper, ph
electron spectra and photoelectron angular distributions
B2N

2 at 355 and 266 nm are presented. We also examine
electronic structure of low-lying states of B2N

2 and B2N
using coupled cluster theory and density functional theo
The combination of the more detailed experimental res
with the theoretical work enables us to resolve the con
versy concerning the geometry of B2N. Specifically, we find
no evidence for an energetically low-lying cyclic isomer
B2N. The matrix IR data agree with the peak spacing o
served in the photoelectron spectra and is reassigned to

X̃ 2Su
1 ground state of linearB–N–B.
8 © 1999 American Institute of Physics

IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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II. EXPERIMENT

The negative ion tandem time-of-flight~TOF! photoelec-
tron spectrometer used in this study has been descr
previously.22,23 Boron nitride clusters are prepared by las
ablation with the second harmonic~532 nm, 20–30 mJ/
pulse! of a Nd:YAG laser tightly focused onto a rotating an
translating ‘‘hot-pressed’’ boron nitride disk~Carborundum
Corp.!. The resulting plasma is entrained in a pulse of
carrier gas and expanded through a clustering channel.
formed in the expansion are extracted perpendicularly to
expansion by means of a pulsed electric field and acceler
to a beam energy of 1.25 keV. The extracted ions ente
linear reflectron TOF mass spectrometer, where they sepa
in time and space according to their mass-to-charge ra
The mass resolution ism/Dm'2000. At the spatial focus o
the mass spectrometer, photoelectrons are detached from
mass-selected ions by a fixed frequency laser pulse fro
second Nd:YAG laser. The laser firing delay is varied un
optimal temporal overlap is achieved with ions of desir
mass. The third~355 nm, 3.493 eV,;140 mJ/cm2! and
fourth harmonics~266 nm, 4.657 eV,;70 mJ/cm2! of the
second laser were used in this study. The instrument is
erated at a repetition rate of 20 Hz. The photoelectron kin
energy (eKE) is determined by field-free TOF in a 1 mflight
tube. All photoelectron spectra presented here are plotte
a function of the electron binding energy (eBE) defined as

eBE5hn2eKE5EA1Eint
~0!2Eint

~2 ! , ~1!

wherehn denotes the photon energy of the detachment la
EA the electron affinity of the neutral, andEint

(0) andEint
(2) the

internal energies of the neutral and the anion, respective
This apparatus also yields the angular distribution of

detached photoelectrons, which is given by

ds

dV
5

s tot~eKE!

4p F11
b~eKE!

2
~3 cos2 u21!G , ~2!

wheres tot(eKE) is the total photodetachment cross sectio
b(eKE) is the asymmetry parameter (21<b<2), andu is
the angle between the direction of the ejected electron
the polarization of the incident light.24 u is varied by means
of a 1/4 wave plate. For each feature in the spectrum,b is
determined from

b5
I 0°2I 90°

1/2I 0°1I 90°
, ~3!

where I 0° and I 90° are the photoelectron intensities atu
50° andu590°.25 In the absence of vibronic coupling an
resonances in the photodetachment cross section the a
metry parameter is not expected to change rapidly for tr
sitions to a single electronic state but can vary for transiti
to different electronic states.

III. RESULTS

A. Photoelectron spectra

The 355 and 266 nm photoelectron spectra of B2N
2 re-

corded atu50° and u590° are shown in Figs. 1 and 2
Spectra are shown as a function ofeKE ~top axis! andeBE
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~bottom axis!, the later being more useful for compariso
between detachment wavelengths as it is independent o
photon energy. Peaks observed in both spectra are bette
solved in the 355 nm spectra, because the electron en
resolution deteriorates with increasingeKE. Positions, asym-
metry parameters, and assignments for observed pe

FIG. 1. 355 nm anion photoelectron spectra atu590° ~top spectrum! and
u50° ~bottom spectrum! of B2N

2 plotted against electron binding energ
~bottom axis! and electron kinetic energy~top axis!. Selected parts of the
spectra are also shown at vertical magnifications of325 and3500. See
Table I for peak positions, asymmetry parameters and peak assignmen

FIG. 2. 266 nm anion photoelectron spectra atu590° ~top spectrum! and
u50° ~bottom spectrum! of B2N

2 plotted against electron binding energ
~bottom axis! and electron kinetic energy~top axis!. A selected region of
both spectra is shown at a magnification of310. See Table I for peak
positions, asymmetry parameters, and peak assignments.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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Downloaded 03 M
TABLE I. Electron binding energies of peak maxima and asymmetry parameters~b! for the 355 and 266 nm
photoelectron spectra of B2N

2 measured atu50° andu590°. Simulated~Sim.! and averaged experimenta
~Expt.! peak positions and their difference~6! as well as peak assignments are also listed.

Peak
355 nm
u590°

355 nm
u50° b355 nm

266 nm
u590°

266 nm
u50° b266 nm Expt. Sim.a 6 Assignment

X̃ 1Sg
1→X̃ 2Su

11e2

x11 2.556 2.557 10.2 2.557 2.559 2 33
1

x10 2.686 2.673 10.5 2.679 2.679 0 13
0 ~and 32

0)
x9 2.706 2.707 10.4 2.707 2.709 12 12

031
1

x8 2.739 2.737 11.3 2.738 2.743 15 11
031

0

x7 2.775 2.775 11.0 2.774 11.9 2.775 2.774 21 32
1

x6 2.818 2.819 10.7 2.818 2.818 0 12
0

x5 2.850 2.849 10.7 2.850 2.849 21 11
031

1

x4 2.885 2.882 11.4 2.883 11.4 2.884 2.883 21 31
0

x3 2.922 2.922 10.7 2.922 2.922 0 32
2

x2 2.958 2.955 20.2 2.956 2.958 12 11
0

x1 2.988 2.988 10.1 2.987 2.987 10.7 2.988 2.989 11 31
1

X0 3.098 3.098 20.5 3.098 3.099 10.7 3.098 ~3.098! 00
0

X1 3.205 3.204 11.3 3.204 3.204 11.6 3.204 ~3.204! 30
1

X2 3.241 20.4 3.239 10.6 3.240 3.240 0 10
1

X3 3.353 3.353 10.7 3.353 ~3.353! 30
2 ~and 10

130
1)

X4 3.506 3.507 11.4 3.506 30
3

X̃ 1Sg
1→Ã 2Sg

11e2

a3 3.671 10.7 3.671 3.668 23 31
0

a2 3.744 3.746 11.5 3.745 3.744 21 11
0

a1 3.828 3.828 11.6 3.828 30
5 (X̃2Su

1)
A0 3.884 3.883 11.6 3.883 ~3.883! 00

0

A1 3.970 11.5 3.970 3.975 15 31
1

A2 4.030 4.028 11.6 4.029 4.031 12 10
1

A3 4.049 4.051 11.5 4.050
A4 4.121 4.123 10.8 4.122 4.122 0 10

131
1

A5 4.193 4.192 10.2 4.193 4.190 23 30
1

A6 4.250 10.3 4.250
A7 4.337 20.2 4.337 4.337 0 10

130
1

aValues in parentheses indicate peak positions taken from experiment and were not optimized in the sim
The positions of peaksX1 andX3 were used to determine the position of the corresponding hot bands.
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which are labeled with either a capital or a small, index
character, are listed in Table I. No additional transitions w
observed at lower binding energies.

The spectra are dominated by two well-separated pe
X0 andA0 , which are assigned to the vibrational origin tra
sitions to two electronic states of B2N. Their asymmetry pa-
rameters are quite different at 266 nm~0.7 forX0 and 1.6 for
A0), indicating electron photodetachment from two quali
tively different molecular orbitals~MOs!. The asymmetry
parameters of peakX0 at 266 nm is more positive than at 35
nm, reflecting a rather strong dependence ofb on eKE. As-
sumingX0 corresponds to the transition between the an
and neutral ground states, itseBE yields the electron affinity
of B2N(3.09860.005 eV).A0 then indicates the origin of an
excited state of B2N with term valueT050.78560.005 eV,
the spacing between peaksX0 and A0 . The dominance of
both origin peaks is characteristic of vertical transitions w
little change in the equilibrium geometry upon photodeta
ment.

Several smaller peaks with varying asymmetry para
eters are also observed. PeaksX1–X4 are attributed to two
vibrational progressions in the ground electronic state
B2N. One progression includes peakX2 and the shoulder on
the higher energy side of peakX3(eBE>3.39 eV) and is
ar 2003 to 128.32.220.150. Redistribution subject to A
d
e
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-

n
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-
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characterized by asymmetry parameters similar to the or
X0 . Since Franck–Condon~FC! allowed transitions to ex-
cited vibrational levels generally have the same asymm
parameters as the vibronic origin, these peaks are assign
the v51 andv52 levels of a totally symmetric vibrationa
mode with a fundamental frequency of 1143640 cm21.

PeaksX1 , X3 , andX4 are attributed to excitation of the
v51 – 3 levels of a second vibrational mode. The peak sp
ingsDEi j 5Ej2Ei of this progression increase with the lev
of excitation (DE015855 cm21, DE1251197 cm21, DE23

51239 cm21) and agree with the frequencies observed in
matrix IR spectrum.12 While the asymmetry parameter fo
peak X2(v52) is similar to that for the origin peakX0 ,
those for X1(v51) and X4(v53) are considerably more
positive and in fact are close tob for peakA0 , the origin of
the second electronic state. These large variations inb, de-
pending on whether the upper state vibrational quantum
even or odd, suggest that this progression be assigned
nontotally symmetric vibration. Within the FC approxima
tion, the selection rule for nontotally symmetric modes
Dv50,62,64,..., i.e., only even quanta transitions are
lowed, in contrast to totally symmetric modes (Dv50,61,
62,...). The appearance of odd quanta transitions for no
tally symmetric modes thus points to a breakdown of the
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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approximation resulting, as discussed in Sec. V, from
bronic coupling to the excited state. Comparison toab initio
calculations~see below! indicates that the totally and nonto
tally symmetric modes are the symmetric and antisymme
stretches, respectively, of linearB–N–B.

The region belowX0 in the 355 nm spectra shows a ric
structure with at least 11 weak, irregularly spaced pe
(x1–x11) with widely varying b values. The intensity of
these peaks depends strongly on the source conditions
assign them to transitions originating from vibrationally e
cited levels of the anion~hot and sequence bands!. The sig-
nal at lowereBE than peakX0 is also observed in the 26
nm spectra but with less structure. Specific peak assignm
based on simulated photoelectron spectra described in
IV, are listed in Table I. These simulations yield fundamen
frequencies for the anion ground state of 1130640 cm21 and
1728640 cm21, assigned to the symmetric and antisymm
ric stretch, respectively, based on the comparison below w
ab initio calculations.

The second electronic transition with originA0 is only
observed in the 266 nm spectra. Based on the anion vi
tional frequencies, we assign peaksa2 anda3 to vibrational
hot bands. The assignment of the vibrational structure ab
the originA0 is complicated by the absence of any obvio
vibrational patterns and varying asymmetry parameters.
postpone a more detailed discussion of this part of the p
toelectron spectrum until after the description of the res
of the electronic structure calculations, but note that the b
agreement with the simulated photoelectron spectra is fo
by assuming activation of two vibrational modes: a tota
and a nontotally symmetric mode with fundamental frequ
cies of 1174640 cm21 (A0–A2 spacing! and 2492
640 cm21(A0–A5), respectively.

B. Electronic structure calculations

Electronic structure calculations were carried out w
the GAUSSIAN program packages.26,27 Calculations with
GAUSSIAN92 were performed on a Silicon Graphics Octa
workstation at the University of California in Berkeley
GAUSSIAN94calculations were performed on the Cray J90
cluster at the National Energy Research Scientific Comp
ing Center at the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory

The correlation consistent polarized valence basis se
Dunning and co-workers, denoted by cc-pVxZ, where x
5D ~double zeta! and T ~triple zeta!, have been used in th
present work.28 Additional diffuse functions are especiall
important for the description of the electronic structure
molecular anions, and we therefore predominantly used
augmented correlation consistent sets of Kendallet al.,29 de-
noted by aug-cc-pVxZ(x5D,T). Geometries and harmoni
frequencies were determined using density functional the
~DFT! and coupled cluster theory. The DFT calculatio
were performed using the B3LYP~Becke-3-parameter-Lee
Yang–Parr! exchange-correlation functional.30,31 For the
coupled cluster calculations we used the CCSD~T! method,32

where CCSD~T! stands for the coupled cluster with all sing
and double substitutions~CCSD!33 augmented with a pertur
bative estimate of connected triple excitations. For all sta
presented here, theT1 diagnostic, which is a rough measu
Downloaded 03 Mar 2003 to 128.32.220.150. Redistribution subject to A
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of the importance of nondynamical correlation effects, w
evaluated.34 A sufficiently small T1 value ~,;0.02! indi-
cates that the CCSD~T! relative energies should be close
the full CI values.

In order to characterize the low-lying electronic state
we first scanned the configurational space at the comp
tionally less demanding B3LYP/aug-cc-pVDZ level o
theory. At selected stationary points harmonic frequenc
were calculated analytically. For selected solutions, geo
etries and frequencies were then also determined emplo
the more flexible aug-cc-pVTZ basis set. The B3LYP mod
often predicts geometries and frequencies that are in rea
able agreement with experiment. Calculated adiabatic E
are generally within60.26 eV of the experimental value
although for notorious cases the deviation can be larger t
1 eV.35,36 In order to get a more reliable estimate of th
energetics of the B2N

2/B2N system, in particular the adia
batic detachment energies~ADEs!, we also determined
minimum-energy geometries and harmonic frequencies
selected states at the CCSD~T! level of theory using the aug
cc-pVDZ and aug-cc-pVTZ basis sets. Harmonic frequenc
were determined by double numerical differentiation. It h
been shown that calculations at the CCSD~T!/aug-cc-pVTZ
level yield electron affinities for theGAUSSIAN-2collection of
atoms and molecules with an absolute error of<60.15 eV.37

1. Anion manifold

The stability of various isomers of B2N
2 has been stud-

ied previously at the QCISD~T!/6-31G* level of theory em-
ploying UHF/6-31G* optimized geometries.38 The 1Sg

1

ground state of linear~B–N–B!2 was found to be the abso
lute minimum. LinearB–B–N andcyclic B2N anion struc-
tures were predicted to lie more than 1.9 eV above the1Sg

1

ground state. Harmonic frequencies were determined at
UHF/6-31G* and MP2/6-31G* levels of theory. We have
reinvestigated the anion manifold of B2N

2 at the B3LYP and
CCSD~T! levels of theory. Results of the calculations, i
cluding the relative energies, equilibrium geometries, a
force fields, were then used to simulate the photoelect
spectra. The present study confirms the previously predic
trends, but the higher level of theory employed here yie
better agreement with experiment.

Calculated geometries, harmonic frequencies, and e
gies at the B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ and CCSD~T!/aug-cc-
pVTZ levels of theory of electronic states considered in
present study are listed in Table II. The results of both t
oretical models agree and unambiguously predict a clos
shell 1Sg

1 ground state with a linear, symmetricB–N–B
arrangement (D`h symmetry!. The valence orbital occu
pancy of this state is (3sg)2(2su)2(1pu)4(4sg)2(3su)2.
The two highest occupied MOs are shown in Fig. 3. Bo
orbitals are predominantly nonbonding with the electron d
sity localized mainly on the~terminal! boron atoms. Based
on the energies in Table II, all photodetachment transitio
observed in the present experiment should originate from
X̃ 1Sg

1 state of linearB–N–B. At the CCSD~T!/aug-cc-
pVTZ level of theory, theX̃ 1Sg

1 state is characterized by
B–N bond length of 1.34 Å and harmonic frequencies
1126 cm21 (v1 , symmetric stretching!, 149 cm21 (v2 ,
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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TABLE II. Calculated total energies~in a.u.!, electronic term energiesTe andT0 ~in eV!, bond lengthsr ~in Å!, bond anglesa ~in °!, harmonic frequencies
v ~in cm21!, spin ^S2&, andT1 diagnostic^T1& for low-lying electronic states of B2N

2 at the B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ and CCSD~T!/aug-cc-pVTZ levels of
theory.

Symmetry State Method Te T0 r BN r BB aBNB v1 v2 v3 ^S2& ^T1&

D`h ~BNB!a 1Sg
1 B3LYP 0.000d 0.000 1.324 1156 179 1796 0.00

CCSD~T! 0.000e 0.000 1.337 1126 149 1756 0.00 0.015
3Pu B3LYP 2.637 2.639 1.327 1148 294f 1449 2.03

CCSD~T! 2.714 2.715 1.343 1111 272f 1537 2.38 0.072
C`v ~BBN!b 1S1 B3LYP 2.439 2.423 1.273 1.635 795 196 1869 0.00

CCSD~T! 2.313 2.296 1.294 1.650 782 174 1767 0.00 0.03
C2v (B2N)c 3B2 B3LYP 2.124 2.123 1.386 1.629 72.0 1405 792 1095 2.02

CCSD~T! 2.136 2.136 1.405 1.648 71.8 1358 768 1064 2.06 0.03

av1...35sg ,pu ,su .
bv1...35s (g) ,p,s (u) .
cv1...35a1 ,a1 ,b2 .
dEtot52104.468 53 a.u.
eEtot52104.221 84 a.u.
fMean harmonic frequency.
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bending!, and 1756 cm21 (v3 , antisymmetric stretching!.
The v1 andv3 frequencies are in excellent agreement w
the experimental values (1130640 cm21 and 1728
640 cm21) determined by analysis of the hot bands.

The lowest excited triplet state in theD`h representation
is predicted to be a3Pu state, lying roughly 2.7 eV above th
X̃ 1Sg

1 state. Similar results for this state are obtained fr
both theoretical models. However, the unrestricted CCSD~T!
wave function is considerably spin contaminated and cha
terized by a largeT1 value. A3Sg excited state, correspond
ing to the promotion of an electron from the highest occ
pied molecular orbital~HOMO!, 3su , to the 4su MO is
predicted to be considerably above the3Pu state.

The linear B–B–N arrangement (C`v symmetry! and
the cyclic B2N arrangement (C2v symmetry! were also con-
sidered. The lowest energy structures for these arrangem
are predicted to lie more than 2 eV above theB–N–B X̃ 1Sg

1

state at all levels of theory considered here. The lowest
ergy solution for theB–B–N arrangement is a closed-she
1S1 state with bond distances ofr BN51.29 Å and r BB

51.65 Å. A 3B2 state with aB–N–B bond angle~labeled as
aBNB in Table II! of 72° was found to be the absolute min
mum for the cyclic configuration. HF/6-311G* , B3LYP/
aug-cc-pVDZ and CCSD~T!/aug-cc-pVDZ calculations for
the lowest cyclic closed-shell species (1A1) indicated no

FIG. 3. Highest two occupied molecular orbitals of B2N
2, calculated at the

HF/6-31G level of theory and visualized usingMOPLOT ~Ref. 51!.
Downloaded 03 Mar 2003 to 128.32.220.150. Redistribution subject to A
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minimum at a bent geometry, but rather converged to
linear B–N–B solution (X̃ 1Sg

1).

2. Neutral manifold

Severalab initio studies have been performed on t
neutral manifold of B2N.11,12,18,19,38Knight et al.11 found two
minimum structures, linearB–N–B and cyclic B2N. The
global minimum at the UHF/6-31G* level is a cyclic2B2

state, while more highly correlated methods predict the2Su

state of linearB–N–B to be theglobal minimum and the
cyclic 2B2 state a local minimum. Martinet al.18,38tested the
relative stability of a larger variety of structures up to the f
fourth-order Mo” ller–Plesset level of theory, determined ha
monic frequencies, and estimated dissociation energies. T
also found a linear2Su ground state with harmonic frequen
cies at the MP2/6-31G* level of theory of 1100 cm21(v1),
142 cm21(v2), and 2225 cm21(v3). However, in a subse
quentab initio study on B3N2, Martin et al.19 noted that the
full valence CASSCF wave function for the2Su state of
linear B–N–B is unstable with respect to symmetry lowe
ing, i.e., theC`v structure (r BNÞr NB8) yields a lower total
energy than theD`h structure (r BN5r NB8). To further inves-
tigate the symmetry breaking in B2N and the relative stability
of the cyclic isomer of B2N, which has been invoked by
Andrewset al.12 in the interpretation of the matrix absorp
tion spectrum of B2N, we have performed B3LYP and
coupled cluster calculations on the neutral manifold of B2N.

Calculated geometries, harmonic frequencies, total
relative energies at the B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ, and CCSD~T!/
aug-cc-pVTZ levels of theory of the electronic states cons
ered in the present study are listed in Table III. B3LYP a
CCSD~T! predict the lowest energy isomer of neutral B2N to
have a linear, symmetricB–N–B arrangement (D`h). The
ground state is the2Su state with a valence orbital occu
pancy of (3sg)2(2su)2(1pu)4(4sg)2(3su)1. At the
B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ level of theory, the EA without zero
point correction of~linear! B2N is 3.054 eV. CCSD~T!/aug-
cc-pVTZ calculations yield EA53.139 eV. The lowest elec
tronically excited state of linearB–N–B is predicted to be
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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TABLE III. Calculated total energies~in a.u.!, electronic term energiesTe andT0 , adiabatic detachment energies ADEe and ADE0 ~in eV!, bond lengthsr ~in
Å!, bond anglesa ~in °!, harmonic frequenciesv ~in cm21!, spin ^S2&, andT1 diagnostic^T1& for low-lying electronic states of B2N

2 at the B3LYP/aug-
cc-pVTZ and CCSD~T!/aug-cc-pVTZ levels of theory.

Symmetry State Method Te T0 ADEe
h ADE0

h r BN r BB aBNB v1 v2 v3 ^S2& ^T1&

D`h ~BNB!a 2Su
1 B3LYP 0.000f 0.000 3.054 3.020 1.312 1196 124 1327 0.76 -

CCSD~T! 0.000g 0.000 3.139 1.328 1143 85 1320i 0.81 0.030
2Sg

1 B3LYP 0.589 3.643 1.298 1270 126 2324i 0.76 -
CCSD~T! 0.697 3.836 1.314 0.80 0.032

C`v ~BBN!b 2S1 B3LYP 2.362 2.378 2.976 2.975 1.283 1.542 912 165 1788 1.05 -
CCSD~T!d 2.168 3.010 1.310 1.577 2.17 0.099

C2v (B2N)c 4B2 B3LYP 2.120 2.155 3.049 3.052 1.379 1.732 77.8 1408 732 1189 3.79
CCSD~T! 1.943 2.947 2.952 1.395 1.738 77.0 1367 746 1158 3.79 0.0

C`v ~BNB!b 2S1 CCSD~T!e 0.028 3.167 1.280 1052 339 1683 0.79 0.03
1.383h

av1...35sg ,pu ,su .
bv1...35s (g) ,p,s (u) .
cv1...35a1 ,a1 ,b2 .
daug-cc-p-VDZ basis set.
eFrequencies calculated with aug-cc-pVDZ basis set.

fEtot52104.356 32 a.u.
gEtot52104.106 48 a.u.
hAdiabatic detachment energy relative to anion ground state of similar
geometry.
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the Ã 2Sg
1 state, with a valence orbital occupancy

(3sg)2(2su)2(1pu)4(4sg)1(3su)2. Its term energyTe is
0.697 eV at the CCSD~T!/aug-cc-pVTZ level of theory.
These results are consistent with the experimental value
EA53.09860.005 eV andT050.78560.005 eV, given in
the previous section.

The calculated changes in equilibrium bond length
the X̃ 1Sg

1→X̃ 2Su
11e2 and X̃ 1Sg

1→Ã 2Sg
11e2 transi-

tions are Dr BN'20.01 Å and Dr BN'20.02 Å, respec-
tively. These relatively small changes are in agreement w
the absence of extended vibrational progressions in the
perimental spectra and reflect the nonbonding characte
the MOs, from which the electrons are ejected. Upon pho
detachment the electrons are formally removed from the 3su

and 4sg MOs, respectively. The fundamentally differe
nodal properties of the 4sg and 3su MOs account for the
large difference in the asymmetry parameters of these
photodetachment transition origins. In particular, photo
tachment from MOs withg symmetry results in a photoelec
tron angular distribution comprised of odd partial wav
(p, f ,...) while even partial waves (s,d,...) result from a
MO with u symmetry.25

Results of calculations on two other possible isomers
B2N, linearB–B–N andcyclic B2N, are also listed in Table
III. The B3LYP and CCSD~T! results agree well for both
species. The CCSD~T!/aug-cc-pVDZ wave function for lin-
ear B–B–N isstrongly spin contaminated and characteriz
by a largeT1 value. The lowest-lying electronic state fo
linear B–B–N is a2S1 state, calculated;2.3 eV above the
X̃ 2Su

1 state of linearB–N–B. Thelowest stable cyclic state
found at the B3LYP and CCSD~T! levels of theory is a4B2

state, which is calculated 1.9 eV above theX̃ 2Su
1 state of

linear B–N–B. Ourresults support the previous findings
Martin et al.18

We also performed calculations on the cyclic2B2 state,
the global minimum for neutral B2N at the UHF level of
theory. In Fig. 4 potential energy scans are plotted as a fu
tion of the B–N–B bond angleaBNB at the B3LYP, UHF,
Downloaded 03 Mar 2003 to 128.32.220.150. Redistribution subject to A
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CCSD, and CCSD~T! levels of theory. UHF/cc-pVDZ calcu-
lations predict a cyclic structure (r BN51.33 Å, aBNB

583°), which lies 0.36 eV below the2Su
1 solution. At the

CCSD/cc-pVDZ level of theory the potential energy rema
nearly unchanged between 180° and 140° and exhibits v
shallow minimum (DE520.02 eV) at aBNB595°. No
minima ataBNB,180° are observed at either the B3LYP/c
pVDZ or the CCSD~T!/cc-pVDZ level of theory. We con-
clude that the minimum for the2B2 state is an artifact of the
UHF wave function and the lowest exact stable cyclic so
tion is the4B2 state. Note the similarities to B2N

2, where the
lowest stable bent solution is a3B2 state and not a single
state.

Based on the calculated energetics and geometrie
appears that the B2N

2 photoelectron spectrum is comprise
of transitions between linear B2N

2 and the ground and firs
excited states of linear B2N, with all states havingD`h sym-
metry. This assignment is further supported by compari
with the vibrational frequencies given below.

3. Vibrational frequencies

The B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ calculations yield harmon
vibrational frequencies of 1196 cm21(v1) and 124 cm21(v2)
for the symmetric stretching and bending modes of
X̃ 2Su

1 ground state The CCSD~T!/aug-cc-pVTZ results are
similar, yielding 1143 cm21(v1) and 85 cm21(v2). Com-
pared to the anion ground state, the symmetric stretch
quency remains essentially unchanged, while the already
anion bending frequency is even lower in the neutral, in
cating an extremely floppyB–N–B molecule. For theÃ 2Sg

1

state, calculations at the B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ level pred
harmonic frequencies of 1270 cm21(v1) and 126 cm21(v2).
Previous calculations at the UHF/6-31G* level ~scaled!
yielded 1203 cm21(v1) and 392 cm21(v2).12 As discussed
in Sec. III A, the photoelectron spectra indicate there are
tally symmetric vibrations of theX̃ and Ã states with fre-
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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FIG. 4. Potential energy as a functio
of B–N–B bond angleaBNB of the
ground state of B2N calculated at the
B3LYP, UHF, CCSD, and CCSD~T!
levels of theory employing the cc-
pVDZ basis set. The potential energ
at the optimizedD`h geometry (aBNB

5180°) is chosen as the origin of th
energy scale. Lines connecting sym
bols are shown to aid the eye.
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quencies 1143640 and 1174640 cm21, respectively; these
agree with the calculated symmetric stretch frequencies.

The nontotally symmetric progression in the lower e
ergy band, in which the first two peaks are separated by
cm21, must therefore correspond to the antisymmetric (n3)
stretch of the neutral ground state. However, complicati
were encountered in the determination of this frequen
Calculations at the B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ level predict a h
monic frequency for thev3 mode of 1327 cm21. The scaled
UHF/6-31G* and MP-2/6-31G* harmonic frequencies~2021
and 2225 cm21, respectively!18,38 are considerably higher
None of these results are in satisfactory agreement with
experiment. Attempts to determine the harmonic freque
at the CCSD~T! level of theory failed. Characterization o
thev3 mode of theÃ state is even more problematic, becau
distortion along the antisymmetric stretch coordinate yield
wave function which is not the lowest energy solution w
2S1 symmetry.

Closer inspection of thev3 potential of the X̃ 2Su
1

ground state reveals the reasons for the complications
countered in the determination of its harmonic frequency
the disagreement with the experimental results. Figur
shows the results of potential energy scans along the a
symmetric stretch normal coordinateQ3 , calculated at the B
3 LYP/cc-pVDZ and CCSD~T!/cc-pVDZ levels of theory.
The UHF and CCSD potentials from the CCSD~T! calcula-
tions are also shown.Q3 is given by

Q35A 2mBmN

2mB1mN
•

r BN2r NB8
2

with r BB8[r BN1r NB85const. ~4!

Here mB and mN are the masses of atomic boron a
nitrogen, respectively, andr BN , r NB8 and r BB8 are the inter-
nuclear distances. The origin of the energy scale was cho
arbitrarily to coincide with the energy at the optimizedD`h
Downloaded 03 Mar 2003 to 128.32.220.150. Redistribution subject to A
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geometry (r BN5r NB8). The CCSD~T! calculations con-
verged to two qualitatively different solutions, depending
the starting orbitals used. Potentials corresponding to
lowest eigenvalue at the UHF and CCSD levels of theory
indicated by the solid lines in Fig. 5. The broken lines co
respond to the potentials of the second solution.

The B3LYPv3 potential is nearly harmonic, exhibiting
single well with a minimum at theD`h structure. On the
other hand, an instability in the lowest UHF wave function
found around this geometry. The UHF potential displays
double well character, with minima at theC`v arrangements.

FIG. 5. Potential energy~solid circles! along the antisymmetric stretch co
ordinateQ3 @see Eq.~4!# for the ground state of linearB–N–B calculated at
the B3LYP, UHF, CCSD, and CCSD~T! levels of theory employing the
cc-pVDZ basis set. The potential energy at theD`h geometry (Q350) is
chosen as the origin for each energy scale. Solid lines are shown to ai
eye. Broken lines indicate a second solution to which the calculations
verge to~see text!.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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It is discontinuous, displaying a cusp around theD`h geom-
etry (Q350, r BN5r NB8), where the energy is more than 0
eV higher than at a slightly distorted geometry, e.g.,r BN

2r NB85231024 Å (Q35631024 Bohr amu1/2). This in-
stability propagates to the CCSD and CCSD~T! solutions.
The overall form of the potential at the CCSD level is qua
tatively similar to the UHF potential, although the increase
energy at theD`h solution is more than an order of magn
tude smaller. At the CCSD~T! level the situation changes
Although the discontinuity at theD`h geometry remains, the
energy does not increase but it decreases by roughly 0.1
with respect to the slightly distorted solution. Moreover, t
D`h solution at the CCSD~T! level lies 0.02 eVbelow the
C`v minima.

The broken lines shown for the UHF, CCSD, a
CCSD~T! models in Fig. 5 indicate a second solution,
which the calculations converged to foruQ3u
,0.78 Bohr amu1/2. Convergence to this solution wa
achieved by optimizing the MOs at a minimally distorte
D`h geometry, e.g.,Q35631024 Bohr amu1/2, and then us-
ing these MOs for any subsequent calculations at larger
ues ofQ3 . This solution does not represent the lowest eig
value at both the UHF and CCSD levels of theory away fr
the D`h symmetry. It does result in a lower energy for th
CCSD~T! model. At all three levels of theory this secon
solution yields potentials, which do not suffer from any d
continuities. The UHF potential is a single well, while bo
the CCSD and CCSD~T! potentials are double well poten
tials.

The solution corresponding to the lowest UHF eige
value is clearly nonphysical, because it is discontinuous
all three cases. The quality of the second solution is, h
ever, also questionable, as it is based on wave funct
which do not represent the lowest energy solution within
given irreducible symmetry representation. This also ho
for the CCSD~T! calculations, because the perturbative e
mate of the connected triple excitations is derived from
optimized CCSD wave function. Inspection of Fig. 5 clea
demonstrates three points:~1! determination of an antisym
metric stretchharmonic frequency using the UHF, CCSD
and CCSD~T! models does not yield a physically meaningf
solution, ~2! the contribution of higher than doubly excite
configurations to the CCSD~T! energy is important, indicat
ing a strong multiconfigurational character of the exact wa
function, and~3! the UHF, CCSD, and CCSD~T! wave func-
tions for the ground state ofB–N–B based on the lowes
UHF solution indicate that symmetry breaking effects a
important.

4. Symmetry breaking

The discontinuous potential energy functions in Fig
are a likely signature ofartifactual symmetry breaking, i.e.
the form assumed for the approximate wave function is ov
simplified and leads to artifactual structure on the poten
energy surface.39 Furthermore, the wave function wil
change discontinuously as the molecule is distorted along
symmetry breaking coordinate. If the approximate wa
function attains a lower energy by breaking the spatial sy
metry present in the exact wave function we speak of
Downloaded 03 Mar 2003 to 128.32.220.150. Redistribution subject to A
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‘‘symmetry dilemma.’’40 Prediction of the symmetry of the
exact wave function based on approximate wave functi
exhibiting artifactual symmetry breaking is generally n
possible.

A standard approach to symmetry breaking problems
the use of multiconfigurational wave functions, which allo
for the proper mixing of competing, near-degenerate vale
bond structures.41–43 Alternative methods include couple
cluster theory using Brueckner orbitals and DF
methods.43–45The B3LYP results show no sign of symmet
breaking, but fail to reproduce the experimental vibration
frequency. Therefore, we chose to perform CCSD~T! calcu-
lations employing Brueckner orbitals, abbreviat
BD~T!,44,46 to characterize the antisymmetric stretch pote
tial V(Q3). The BD~T! potential curve is shown in Fig. 6
Although the instability around theD`h arrangement re-
mains, it is less evident that in the CCSD~T! calculations
using the canonical orbitals, so the BD~T! potential curve
represents a substantial improvement.

The extent of the symmetry breaking artifact in th
BD~T! wave function is rather small. The observed increa
in energy is 45 meV around theD`h structure, roughly the
same magnitude as the expected zero-point energy of thv3

mode. To test if the BD~T! calculations nonetheless describ
thev3 potential correctly away fromD`h structure we deter-
mined vibrational eigenvalues. To this end, we fit two po
nomial functionsV(Q3) given by Eq.~5! to modified forms
of the calculated BD~T! potential.

V~Q3!5C01C2Q3
21C4Q3

41¯1c20Q3
20. ~5!

Here Ci are the expansion coefficients andQ3 the normal
coordinate of the antisymmetric stretch modev3 . As the dip
in the potential forQ350 is a result of the instability, we
chose to fit two physically reasonable functions to the cal
lated potential. These functions, labeled~A! and ~B!, are
shown in Fig. 6. The numerically determined eigenvalues
both functions are listed in Table IV.

FIG. 6. Potential energy~solid circles! along the antisymmetric stretch co

ordinateQ3 @see Eq.~4!# of theX̃ 2Su
1 state of B2N calculated at the BD~T!/

cc-pVDZ level of theory. This potential was fit to two polynomial function
~potential A and B, see text!, which are represented by the solid line~A! and
the broken line~B, only shown in the inset!. The calculated eigenvalues o
potential A forv50 to v57 are indicated by the horizontal lines.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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TABLE IV. Calculated and experimentally determined eigenvalue spacingsDE(n)2DE(0) ~in cm21! for the
antisymmetric stretch moden3 of the ground and first excited states of B2N. n is the vibrational quantum
number. Numbers in parentheses refer to the zero point energy. Theoretical values are based on BD/c
potential energies~potentials A and B! and a linear vibronic coupling~LVC! model @Eq. ~7!#.

Theory Experiment

BD/cc-pVDZ LVCmodel PESd

v Potential A Potential B Uncoupleda Coupledb IR matrix c ~640 cm21)

X̃ 2Su
1

0 0~332! 0~497! 0~864! 0~355!
1 885 752 1728 902 882.3 855
2 2085 2016 3456 2053 2052
3 3431 3317 5184 3271 3330 3291
4 4897 4789 6912 4548
5 6524 6416 8640 5864 5882 5888
6 8354 8246 10368 7212

Ã 2Sg
1

0 0~864! 0~1177!
1 1728 2365 2492
2 3456 4627
3 5184 6829

al250.
bl254.0631028 eV/s2.
cReference 12.
dPresent work.
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Function~A! was fit to the BD~T! potential ignoring all
calculated points inbetween theD`h and C`v minima, but
including the point atQ350. As a result we attained a fla
single well potential. Note the first nonzero coefficient f
function~A! is C4 , indicating that the potential is more qua
tic than harmonic in nature. For function~B! we retained the
double well character of the potential by ignoring the d
aroundQ350. The eigenvaluesEi determined for both of
the potentials are similar. In particular the eigenvalue sp
ing DEi j 5Ej2Ei is rather insensitive to the exact form o
the potential aroundQ350 for these two functions, becaus
the barrier height is smaller than thev50 level in both
cases. The agreement with the experiment is very good~see
Table IV!. Both functions quantitatively reproduce the o
served eigenvalue spacing correctly including the nega
anharmonicity. Note that thev51 level (DE01

A 5752 cm21,
DE01

B 5885 cm21) is unusually low compared, for exampl
to the ‘‘unperturbed’’v3 fundamental of the anion groun
state~1728 cm21!.

IV. ANALYSIS

We can now simulate the experimental spectra wit
the FC approximation, assuming they are comprised of tr
sitions from theX̃ 1Sg

1 state of linear BNB2 to the X̃ 2Su
1

andÃ 2Sg
1 states of linear BNB. Two vibrational modes (v1

andv3) were included in the simulation. Harmonic potentia
were employed, except for thev3 mode of theX̃ 2Su

1 state,
where we used the previously discussed polynomial func
~A! based on the BD~T!/cc-pVDZ potential energy curve. A
harmonic potential for thev3 mode of theÃ 2Sg

1 state was
constructed to match the spacing between peaksA0 andA5 .
For all other harmonic potentials the frequency and norm
ar 2003 to 128.32.220.150. Redistribution subject to A
c-

e

n
n-

n

l

coordinate displacements were determined from the res
of the B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ calculations. The harmonic fr
quencies of all harmonic modes and the normal coordin
displacements in thev1 modes were then optimized until th
best agreement between the experiment and the simula
was achieved. Except for the relative overall intensity of t
two electronic transitions and the mean vibrational tempe
ture (Tvib

355 nm5800 K, Tvib
266 nm51100 K), identical parameter

were used to fit all four experimental spectra~355 and 266
nm spectra measured at two laser polarizations!. Progres-
sions in thev3 mode were simulated assumingDQ350 for
FC-allowed~evenDv3) transitions, while intensities of the
FC forbidden transitions~which normally would be zero
within the FC approximation! were scaled to the correspond
ing peaks in the experimental spectra to show where th
transitions occur. The stick spectra generated in the sim
tion are convoluted with the experimental resolution fun
tion.

Figures 7 and 8 compare optimized simulations with e
perimental results for theu50° andu590°266 nm photo-
electron spectra of B2N

2. FC allowed transitions are shade
black. Parameters used to generate the optimized simula
are listed in Table V and compared to those obtained dire
from the DFT calculations; only minor changes in the sy
metric stretch frequencies and normal coordinate displa
ments are required. Based on these simulations we can
an almost complete assignment of the features observe
the photoelectron spectra of B2N

2; this is listed in Table I.
We assign 16 peaks to theX̃ 1Sg

1→X̃ 2Su
11e2 transition

and eight peaks to theX̃ 1Sg
1→Ã 2Sg

11e2 transition. All
simulated peak positions lie within65 meV of the experi-
mental value. Considering the experimental resolution,
elevated ion vibrational temperature and rotational contri
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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tions to the line shape, we estimate absolute errors for
electron affinity and for the properties derived from pe
spacings to be not larger than65 meV ~640 cm21!.

Peaks X2(10
1), X3(30

2), x1(31
1), x2(11

0), x3(32
2),

x5(11
031

1), x6(12
0), x9(12

031
1), x10(13

0), and x11(33
1), are as-

signed to FC allowedX̃ 1Sg
1→X̃ 2Su

11e2 transitions. These
transitions involve either excitation in thev1 mode only,
excitation of even quanta in thev3 mode, or combinations o

FIG. 7. Experimentalu590°, 266 nm photoelectron spectra of B2N
2 ~top!

and simulatedu590°, 266 nm spectrum~bottom!. Black-shaded peaks in
dicate FC allowed transitions.

FIG. 8. Experimentalu50°, 266 nm photoelectron spectra of B2N
2 ~top!

and simulatedu50°, 266 nm spectrum~bottom!. Black-shaded peaks indi
cate FC allowed transitions.
Downloaded 03 Mar 2003 to 128.32.220.150. Redistribution subject to A
e

these two types of excitation. PeaksX1(30
1), X4(30

3), x4(31
0),

x7(32
1), and x8(11

031
0) are assigned to FC forbidden trans

tions. They involve excitation of uneven quanta in thev3

mode. This assignment is supported by the peak asymm
parameters. The asymmetry parameters of the FC forbid
transitions (11.4<b266 nm<11.9,11.0<b355 nm<11.4)
are all larger than those of the FC allowed transition
(10.6<b266 nm<10.7,20.4<b355 nm<10.7). The larger
scatter in the 355 nm asymmetry parameters is due in pa
the pronouncedeKE dependence ofb at these energies indi
cated, for example, by the strong change inb from 20.5 at
355 nm to10.7 at 266 nm for the origin peakX0 . In any
case, the FC forbiddenX̃ 1Sg

1→X̃ 2Su
11e2 transitions have

asymmetry parameters similar to that of the excited s
origin A0(b266511.6), while the asymmetry parameters
the FC allowed transitions associated with this band are c
to that of the ground state originX0 .

Assignments of the peaks comprising theX̃ 1Sg
1

→Ã 2Sg
11e2 transition are complicated by our lack o

quantitative information on thev3 potential of theÃ 2Sg
1 .

Best agreement with the experimental data is achieved
assuming mean vibrational frequencies of 1172 cm21 (v1)
and 2467 cm21 (v3). Excitation in only thev1 modes of the
anion or the neutral results in the peaksA2(10

1) anda2(11
0).

Excitation involving thev3 modes then accounts for th
peaks ata3(31

0), A1(31
1), A4(10

131
1), A5(30

1), andA7(10
130

1).
The 11

0, 10
1, and 31

1 transitions are allowed and show th
same angular dependence as the origin peakA0 . The asym-
metry parameter of the allowed 11

031
1 transition is less posi-

tive than expected, but this weaker peak also lies in a ra
congested part of the spectrum, making the determinatio
its asymmetry parameter less accurate. The asymmetry
rameters of the observed ‘‘forbidden’’ vibronic transition
are close to the asymmetry parameters of the ground s
origin X0 . The simulation does not account for peaksa1 ,
A3 , andA6 . Note that the spacing between peaksa1 andX0

is 5888 cm21, close to the intense signal observed at 58
cm21 in the matrix IR spectrum.12 This indicates that peaka1

is not a vibrational hot band of theÃ state, and instead is du
to a highly excited vibrational level of theX̃ state. Its inten-
sity arises from vibronic coupling to theÃ state, which we
discuss in Sec. V.

V. DISCUSSION

Observation of excitation of uneven quanta in a non
tally symmetric vibration clearly indicates a breakdown
the FC approximation. In the present case it is caused by
coupling of two nondegenerate states of different spa
symmetry via a single nontotally symmetric mode. This ty
of vibronic coupling is called Herzberg–Teller coupling47

and results in a normal coordinate dependence of the e
tronic transition dipole moment. FC forbidden transitio
may then be observed in the anion photoelectron spectr
due to intensity borrowing from a FC allowed transition
identical vibronic symmetry. The asymmetry parameter
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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TABLE V. Calculated~B3LYP! and optimized~opt.! parameters used for simulations of the photoelect
spectra of B2N

2. Adiabatic detachment energies ADE0 ~in eV!, harmonic frequenciesv ~in cm21!, and changes
in symmetric stretch normal coordinateDQ1 ~in percent relative toQ1 of the anion! are listed.

Transition Method ADE0 Mode vanion vneutral DQ1

X̃ 1Sg
1→X̃ 2Su

11e2 B3LYP 3.020 n1 1156 1196 6%

n3 1796 1327 c

opt. 3.098 n1 1128 1143 5%
n3 1735 885/2085/3431b c

X̃ 1Sg
1→Ã 2Sg

11e2 B3LYP 3.643a n1 1156 1270 12%

n3 1796 c

opt. 3.883 n1 1128 1187 11%
n3 1735 2471 c

aADEe .
bEigenvalue spacingsDE01 , DE02 , DE03 based on BD~T!/cc-pVDZ potential. Not optimized.
cFC forbidden (DQ3[0). Intensities of FC forbidden transitions in Figs. 7 and 8 were scaled to experim
ni
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the peak corresponding to the forbidden transition is~in prin-
ciple! determined by the spatial symmetry of the electro
state, from which it borrows its intensity.

The photoelectron spectrum of C2H
2 by Ervin and

Lineberger48 represents a nice example in which vibration
bands within a single electron transition showed marke
different photoelectron angular distributions. Here, non-
behavior due to vibronic coupling between theX̃ 2S1

ground state and theÃ 2P first excited state of linea
C–C–Hmanifested itself in the observation of transitions
the neutral ground state with odd changes in the vibratio
quantum number of the nontotally symmetricC–C–Hbend.
These transitions are FC forbidden and the correspon
angular distributions are strikingly different from the FC a
lowed transitions. Tayloret al.49 showed that these FC for
bidden transitions are characterized by asymmetry par
eters which reflect the angular distribution of the FC allow
transitions to theÃ 2P state, i.e., the state to which they a
vibronically coupled.

The spectra of B2N
2 exhibit similar features. The vi-

bronic symmetry of oddv3 levels in theX̃ 2Su
1 and Ã 2Sg

1

states isSu
1

^ su
15Sg

1 and Sg
1

^ su
15Su

1 , respectively.
The vibronic symmetry of the odd levels in one state is eq
to the electronic symmetry of the other state and there
the two states are coupled along the antisymmetric stretc
coordinate. This vibronic coupling between theX̃ and Ã
states manifests itself in the observation of FC forbidd
transitions involving thev3 modes. Measurement of the ph
toelectron angular distributions represents a sensitive too
the identification of these FC forbidden transitions and a
indicates the state to which they are coupled. However,
present case is different from vibronic coupling in C2H

2, as
it involves vibronic coupling between two electronic stat
of a linear molecule without involvement of the bending m
tion. This appears to be the first such observation in a p
toelectron spectrum.

Vibronic coupling between theX̃ 2Su
1 ground state and

the Ã 2Sg
1 lowest excited state of linearB–N–B issimilar to

the coupling predicted for weakly bound linear He4
1 ion clus-

ters by Tarantelliet al.50 In both systems aSu and aSg state
of a linear symmetricD`h system are coupled along th
ar 2003 to 128.32.220.150. Redistribution subject to A
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antisymmetric stretching modeQu (Q3 in the present case!.
As the system is distorted alongQu , the symmetry of the
system is lowered toC`v , the g/u symmetry is lifted, and
the two states couple. If the coupling is strong enough,
interaction will lead to real~versus artifactual! symmetry
breaking in the lower state. The interaction in the vicinity
Qu50 can be modeled by the following Hamiltonian:50

F2p2n2Qu
2

lQu

lQu

D12p2ṽ2Qu
2G , ~6!

where D is the ~positive! separation between the states
Qu50, n and ñ are the harmonic frequencies~of the un-
coupled system!, andl is the linear coupling coefficient.

Assuming n5 ñ, the energies of the lower and upp
potentials (V1 andV2) are given by

V1,25
1
2~4p2n2Qu

21D7A4l2Qu
21D2!. ~7!

Symmetry breaking occurs if

l2.2p2n2D. ~8!

FIG. 9. Potential energy~solid lines! along the antisymmetric stretch coor

dinate Q3 @see Eq.~4!# of the X̃ 2Su
1 and Ã 2Sg

1 state of B2N assuming
linear vibronic coupling~see text!. Broken lines indicate uncoupled har
monic potentials. The calculated eigenvalues of both potentials are indic
by the horizontal lines.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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In this case the potential energy alongQu of the true state
will be characterized by three stationary points, a maxim
at Qu50 and two minima, appearing symmetric with respe
to Qu50.50 The vibrational frequency of the upper state w
increase, due to destabilization of the upper potential~and
the stabilization of the lower potential!.

In Fig. 9 the uncoupled~broken lines! and linearly

coupledn3 potentials~solid lines! for the X̃ 2Su
1 andÃ 2Sg

1

states of B2N are shown using the linear vibronic couplin
model described in the previous paragraph. As we have
direct measure for the~unperturbed! harmonic frequencies o
both states, both are assumed to be equal to the fundam
frequency of thev3 mode in the anion ground state~1728
cm21!. The separation between the two statesD
50.683 eV([Te) was derived from the term energy of th

Ã 2Sg
1 state (T050.785 eV) and the calculated zero poi

energies of the two states for a given value ofl. We then
determinedl2 by least square fitting of the three lowest e

genvalue spacings of thev3 mode in theX̃ 2Su
1 state to the

values determined from the experiment, findingl254.06
31028eV/s2. The eigenvalues of the two optimized pote
tials are listed in Table IV. The eigenvalue spacings for b
the lower and upper potentials are in qualitative agreem
with the experimental observations. Specifically, this sim
model accounts for the low fundamental frequency and ne
tive anharmonicity of thev3 mode in the ground state, a
well as the high fundamental frequency in the electronica
excited state. We also find that thev55 level supported by
the lower potential at 5864 cm21 lies very close to the spac
ing between peaksX0 anda1 in the photoelectron spectrum
~5888 cm21!, suggesting that the latter peak be assigned

the 30
5(X̃ 2Su

1) transition.
Note that our value ofl2 is slightly larger than

2p2v2D(53.6231028eV/s2), so that according to Eq.~8!
real symmetry breaking should occur in the lower sta
However, the barrier between the twoC`v minima is only 18
cm21, more than an order of magnitude smaller than the z
point energy of 355 cm21 for the lower potential~see Table
IV !.

The combination of the present experimental and th
retical data suggest that the ground state of linearB–N–B is
an intermediate case of symmetry breaking. As a result
adiabatic potential of thev3 mode may be symmetry broken
but the zero point energy of thev3 mode is larger than the
symmetry breaking barrier. In such a case the ground sta
B–N–B would bequasisymmetricwith respect to inversion
No conclusions can be made with respect to the quasis
metric versus symmetric nature of the ground state on
basis of the presentab initio calculations, as these results a
plagued by artifactual symmetry breaking. On the oth
hand, the B3LYP model clearly underestimates the exten
Herzberg–Teller vibronic coupling.

A. Matrix absorption spectrum

The present data allow us to suggest a revised inter
tation of the matrix absorption spectrum of Andrewset al.12

and resolve the discrepancy concerning the stability of
linear and bent isomers of B2N. The assignment of the ab
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sorption spectrum was based on the following reasoning:~1!
a potential energy surface search at the HF/6-31G* level of
theory reveals a stationary point on the doublet surf
which corresponds to a cyclic2B2 state;~2! the B2N species
observed in the absorption experiment is nonlinearB–N–B
because the strong 882.3 cm21 fundamental is too low; and
~3! the isotopic shifts are inappropriate for linearB–N–B.

In the work presented here, we find no evidence fo
low-lying cyclic ~doublet! state at either the CCSD~T! or
B3LYP levels of theory. In addition, the experimental spe
tra in combination with the calculated BD~T! v3 potential
convincingly show that thev3 fundamental is surprisingly
low ~855 cm21!. This is a result of the Herzberg–Teller cou
pling between theX̃ 2Su

1 ground state and the low-lying
Ã 2Sg

1 excited state and is reflected in the highly nonh
monic nature of the antisymmetric stretch potential. Rega
ing isotope effects, thev3 frequency ratio should be 1.02
for 11B14N11B and 11B15N11B within the normal mode ap-
proximation. IR frequencies and ratios for11B14N11B and
11B15N11B deposited in a matrix are listed in Table VI. Th
matrix peaks at 882.3, 3330, and 5882 cm21 for 11B14N11B
show the expectedv3 isotope effect and have the same spa
ing as the 30

1, 30
3, and 30

5 photodetachment transitions seen
the photoelectron spectrum. It therefore appears that th
three infrared peaks are due toDv351, 3, and 5 vibrational
transitions originating from thev i50 level of the X̃ 2Su

1

state of linear BNB, and not to cyclic BN2. The anomalously
large intensities of the two higher energy transitions is p
sumably brought about by vibronic coupling with theÃ 2Sg

1

state.
Several other peaks in the IR spectrum can also be

signed. The weak absorption peak at 1736.5 cm21, previ-
ously assigned to the fundamental of thev3 mode of linear
neutralB–N–B, is reassigned to the fundamental of thev3

mode in the anion ground stateX̃ 2Su
1 ~1732 cm21!. The

signal at 1998.3 cm21 in the absorption spectrum may eith
be assigned to the first overtone of thev3 mode ~present
study: 2052640 cm21 or the combination band involving th
fundamentals of thev1 and v3 modes. The latter transition
should be forbidden, but this assignment is supported by

TABLE VI. Isotopic absorptions~cm21!, absorbances~in parentheses!, ab-
sorption ratios, and revised assignment for matrix absorption spec
based on present PES data.

Absorption
~matrix!

PES
~gas phase!

Revised
assignment11B14N11B 11B15N11B Ratio 11B14N11B

882.3~.40! 862.3 1.023 855640 Dn351 (X̃ 2Su
1)

1736.5 1701.6 1.021 1728640 Dn351 (X̃ 1Sg
1)

1998.3~.05! 1977.4 1.011 Dn151, Dn351 or

Dn352 (X̃ 2Su
1)

2052640 Dn352 (X̃ 2Su
1)

3330 ~.08! 3259 1.022 3291640 Dn353 (X̃ 2Su
1)

4425 ~.07! 4358 1.015
5506 ~.10! 5444 1.011
5882 ~.54! 5778 1.018 5888640 Dn355 (X̃ 2Su

1)
6123 ~.60! 6074 1.008
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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frequency ratio of 1.011, which is intermediate between
corresponding ratios for thev3 mode ~1.021! and then1

mode ~1.000!. Finally, the gas phase term energy of t
Ã 2Sg

1 state is 0.78560.005 eV (6332640 cm21), too high
to account for the intense absorption at 6123 cm21 in the
matrix, but this peak may be due to higher overtones of
v3 mode or combination bands.

VI. SUMMARY

The signal observed in the 355 and 266 nm photoe
tron spectra of B2N

2 has been assigned to photodetachm
from the anion ground state (X̃ 1Sg

1) to the ground and low-
est excited state of neutral B2N (X̃ 2Su

1 and Ã 2Sg
1) with a

linear, symmetricB–N–B geometry. The EA of B2N is
3.09860.005 eV. The symmetric and antisymmetric stretc
ing vibrations of these three states have been character
The spectra present strong evidence for Herzberg–Telle
bronic coupling between theX̃ 2Su

1 and Ã 2Sg
1 states along

the antisymmetric stretch normal coordinate, manifested
the observation of FC forbidden transitions. Vibronic co
pling also results in a strongly nonharmonic potential w
exceptionally low eigenvalues for thev3 mode of theX̃ 2Su

1

state.
At the B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ and CCSD~T!/aug-cc-

pVTZ level of theory the calculated adiabatic detachm
energies are in good agreement with the experimental res
Harmonic frequencies and changes in equilibrium geom
between the anion and the neutral are predicted corre
except for the antisymmetric stretching frequencies of
neutral states. The UHF, CCSD, CCSD~T!, BD, and BD~T!
wave functions display artifactual symmetry breaking alo
the antisymmetric stretch coordinate. Nonetheless, slig
modified forms of the BD~T! v3 potential quantitatively re-
produce the experimentally determined eigenvalue spa
for the X̃ 2Su

1 . The B3LYP wave function does not suffe
from artifactual symmetry breaking but fails to reprodu
quartic character of thev3 mode. The CCSD~T! and B3LYP
calculations also agree well for the other two isomers
B2N, linear B–B–N, andcyclic B2N. Both models unam-
biguously predict linearB–N–B structures for the absolut
minima on the anion and neutral ground state potential
ergy surface. The B3LYP and CCSD~T! calculations predict
no minimum for a low-lying, cyclic2B2 state, which has
been invoked in the interpretation of the matrix absorpt
spectrum.12 On the basis of the present experimental a
computational results the matrix absorption spectrum of B2N
is reassigned to the ground state of linearB–N–B.
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